Eyes are faster than hands: A soft wearable robot learns user intention from the egocentric view
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To perceive user intentions for wearable robots, we present a learning-based intention detection methodology using a first-person-view camera.

Intention dictates the future actions of a person: People attain their desired goals through a series of executed intentional actions, known as behaviors (1, 2). However, in the case of people who suffer from quadriplegia (3, 4), their behaviors are a poor reflection of their desired intentions. This is because their intentions are not delivered to their muscles, resulting in failure to perform expected actions. Spinal cord injury (SCI) prevents individuals from performing activities of daily living (ADL), such as holding a bottle. To assist them, wearable robots need to identify users’ grasping or releasing intentions, allowing the users to properly manipulate the objects around them.

Studies have suggested the use of intention detection methodologies based on biosignal sensors and mechanical sensors. Intention detection methods using biosignal sensors, such as electroencephalography (EEG) (5, 6) and electromyography (EMG) (7), generate intentions by detecting signals produced by the user’s body parts. For methods using mechanical sensors—such as pressure sensors (8), bending sensors (9), and button switches (10)—intentions are created by user-generated signals from additional body motions. These intention detection methods identify user-generated signals that aim to trigger grasping or releasing motions. Because they look for trigger signals, these methods require calibrations to accurately identify the biosignals or the additional actions by the user.

This article presents a paradigm for learning-based intention detection methodologies that perceives user intentions for wearable hand robots by using a first-person-view (egocentric) camera. This is validated by verifying the following hypothesis: User intentions can be inferred through the collection of spatial and temporal information. Spatial information is characterized by the relationship between the hand and the target object. Temporal information is characterized as the history of user’s arm behaviors from past observable moments to the present observed moment. The machine learning model used in this study, Vision-based Intention Detection network from an EgOcentric view (VIDEO-Net), was designed on the basis of this hypothesis, comprising spatial and temporal subnetworks as depicted in fig. S1. The suggested method is advantageous in that it detects user intentions without requiring any person-to-person calibrations and additional actions. In other words, the robot is able to interact with humans seamlessly.

The wearable hand robot used in this study is a modified version of Exo-Glove Poly, a tendon-driven soft wearable hand robot for SCI (10). The robot is composed of a glove, an actuation system, a first-person-view camera, and a computing device. Figure 1 depicts the system overview.

To verify the accordance of grasp and release intentions between the interpreted intentions and the user’s intentions, the intentions obtained from the suggested method were compared with the intentions interpreted from the measured EMG signals. The activated intentions in our system led the intentions from the EMG signals for grasping and releasing by 0.3 and 0.8 s at most, respectively, as shown in fig. S2B. Figure S2C depicts the heat maps activated from the last convolutional layers during each task. The results show that identified grasping and releasing intentions, from the suggested method, followed a similar trend when compared to the output signals from the measured EMG signals.

Both healthy individuals and a patient with SCI performed practical experiments through a series of pick-and-place tasks. Healthy user performance was characterized by the average grasping, lifting, and release time of different objects using this model and a button as a reference measure, as shown in fig. S3. In the experiment with the SCI user, the user was instructed to reach toward a series of target objects without any additional actions (movie S1).

In conclusion, this paper suggests a learning-based paradigm that aims to detect user intentions based on the principle that people’s intentions can be inferred through spatial and temporal information. Unlike existing intention detection methods where users command a robot to realize intentional actions, this paradigm detects user intentions based on user arm behaviors and hand-object interactions through obtained visual information. The experiments in this paper show that VIDEO-Net offers a practical solution for grasping and releasing various objects seamlessly without calibrations or additional actions.

VIDEO-Net can be limited in complex environments where the target object, the hand, and the arm behavior are not properly identified by the vision system. Multiple objects in the camera view and occlusions made by the objects will hinder the correct capturing of the spatial and the temporal information necessary to identify user intentions. This limitation can be overcome by incorporating other sensors to supplement the lacking information or by combining other intention detection methods. Sensors, such as bending sensors and inertial measurement units (IMUs), can supplement insufficient information about arm behaviors when the arm is not visible in the monocular camera scenes. An eye-tracking interface.
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Fig. 1. System overview. Our system comprises the wearable hand robot with an actuation system and a computing device, which enumerates “intention” outputs from VIDEO-Net. Exo-Glove Poly is used for the wearable hand robot, and a first-person-view camera is mounted on the glasses. The glove is manipulated by tendon-driven actuators in the actuation system.

can be integrated to provide additional spatial information by distinguishing the target object from surrounding objects. A multimodal system that incorporates our system with other intention detection methodologies using EEG, EMG, and electrooculography (EOG) could greatly increase its performance of detecting user intentions.

The proposed paradigm could be extended to more complex user intentions, not limited to grasping and releasing, by incorporating information about the object, the environment, and the human-object relationship. This approach, using the spatial and temporal information of the environment and the human limbs, may be able to predict people’s complex intentions more accurately and to overcome the limitations of other intention detection methods that capture intention directly from the user.
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Movie S1. Demonstrations for practical usage by a patient with SCI.
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